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The Scoop Literacy news you can use

Strategies to Reach Striving Readers

As teachers, what can we do to turn reading into a
positive activity for all students? Watch educator Nicole
Stroup as she shares strategies to reach striving readers.

Watch the webinar  ››

Free Educator’s Resource Guide on 
Sea Turtles

Learn about ocean conservation while diving deeper into
the challenging lives of sea turtles. This guide
incorporates literacy, art, science/STEM, social studies
and PE.

Download the toolkit  ››

Lewis and Clark Collection

Explore the 8,000-mile, over-two-year journey of the Lewis
and Clark Expedition with this collection of videos, articles
and resources provided by the Follett WebPath team.

See the resources  ››
Check out WebPath Express  ››

Should We Abandon These
Literacy Practices?

Research suggests that �ve common literacy practices
may be wasting precious instructional time. Do you
agree?

Read them  ››

100 Writing Prompts from
WeAreTeachers

Get a free downloadable PowerPoint with 100 editable
writing prompts for your students.

Access the prompts ››

Follett Classroom eFairs

Toss out your old approach to book orders. Be one of the
�rst to host a fall 2019 Classroom eFair and earn an extra
$25 in rewards!*

*Follett eFair must be completed by 12/31/19. Limit one $25 Titlewave® credit
per teacher.

Learn more  ››

Advice for Standards-Based Grading

Looking to start the journey of standards-based grading?
Listen to this 10-minute podcast to see how you get
started on that transition.

Listen to the podcast ››

Free Summer Reading Packet

Download the free Follett Summer Reading Worksheet
Packet with ideas families can do together over the
summer.

Download the packet  ››
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Art as a Universal Language
Concourse Village Elementary School uses art to reach striving and ELL readers by making connections, visualizing,
predicting and inferring. Art enables the readers to think critically about their own work and the work of their peers,
introducing vocabulary expressing mood, tone and atmosphere.

Watch how  ››
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